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Abstract: The research on multiple launch rocket system（MLRS）is now even more demanding in terms of reducing
the time for dynamic calculations and improving the firing accuracy，keeping the cost as low as possible. This study
employs multibody system transfer matrix method（MSTMM），to model MLRS. The use of this method provides
effective and fast calculations of dynamic characteristics，initial disturbance and firing accuracy. Further，a new
method of rapid extrapolation of ballistic trajectory of MLRS is proposed by using the position information of radar
tests. That extrapolation point is then simulated and compared with the actual results，which demonstrates a good
agreement. The closed‑loop fire correction method is used to improve the firing accuracy of MLRS at low cost.
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0 Introduction

The traits such as mobility，agility and fierce
firepower have made multiple launch rocket system
（MLRS）a hot research topic for years. The prob‑
lem of poor firing accuracy remains as one of the ma‑
jor hurdles for the development of MLRS for sever‑
al years and has ever since a worldwide concern that
researchers are responding to［1］.

MLRS is a complex multi‑body mechanical sys‑
tem composed of multiple components connected by
various kinematic pairs，and its shooting process is
accompanied by complex mechanism movements，
deformations and force transmissions，making it a
typical multi ‑ body dynamic system. Typically，the
dynamics of MLRS are done by constructing a me‑
chanical model of the system（keeping in view of
the extension relations in the system），establishing
and then solving the differential equation to get the
dynamic response of the system.

Yang［2］ shed light on different features of
MLRS including multiple launch tubes，spinning of
projectile body，large length to diameter ratio，short
‑time，high thrust motor，curved trajectory and stat‑
ic stability design. He et al.［3］worked on making the
lightweight MLRS. For optimization， they have
considered structural stiffness as an objective func‑
tion. They succeeded in reducing the mass and in‑
creasing the stiffness of pedestal by 14.4% and
33.2%，respectively. Li et al.［4］ used the radial basis
function neural network for vibration control in mul‑
tiple launch rocket system. Zhu［5］ researched on cal‑
culations of collision force between a rocket and a di‑
rectional tube by using explicit dynamics method.
He obtained the collision force between the direc‑
tional button and the front，the middle，the rear
centering parts and the directional tube.

It is necessary to solve the accurate dynamic
analysis of the multi ‑ rigid ‑ flexible body in order to
realize the dynamic design of the performance of
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MLRS. At present，the main research methods of
the complex multi‑body systems include Kane meth‑
od based on analytical mechanics and vector me‑
chanics［6］，Roberson ‑Wittenburg method based on
graph theory［7］，Schiehlen method［8‑9］ and so on.
However，almost all of the multi ‑ body system dy‑
namics methods have two common characteristics：
First，the overall dynamics equations of the system
have to be established and need to be deduced again
if the topological structure of the system changes；
Second，the matrix order of the complex system is
high and the calculation time is long because of the
system matrix order of the system general dynamics
equation is not less than two times of the degree of
freedoms.

The need of fast calculation of complex multi ‑
body system eigenvalue problem has been success‑
fully addressed by Prof. Rui Xiaoting，who pro‑
posed a new multi ‑ body system dynamics method
namely the multi‑body system transfer matrix meth‑
od（MSTMM）［10］which avoids huge computational
workload of large systems that are difficult to with‑
stand with the finite element method and the compu‑
tational“pathological” problems caused by large
stiffness gradients. MSTMM has attracted much at‑
tention because of its special features like，realizing
multi‑body system dynamics without the need of
systematic overall dynamic equations，low order of
system matrixes，fast calculation of kinetics，auto‑
matic derivation of the overall transfer equation，
and high program and calculation accuracy.

The actual impact point of MLRS is difficult to
be measured and requirs rapid trajectory prediction.
Harlin et al. ［11］ proposed a trajectory prediction
method based on the state transition matrix for a bal‑
listic missile. Khalil et al.［12‑13］ established the modi‑
fied point mass model for projectile trajectory predic‑
tion based on the discrete time transfer matrix meth‑
od and further reconstructed the repose angle at any
instant measuring time. However，most of the meth‑
ods are based on the Kalman filter using three de‑
gree of freedom（3DOF）model［14‑16］，while the usu‑
al ballistic testing does not install the angle sensor
on the rocket and unable to use the six‑DOF
（6DOF）model to extrapolate the impact point.

The traditional methods to improve firing per‑
formance of MLRS can be divided into two catego‑
ries. The first type starts with the vehicle，optimiz‑
ing the structure or adds additional devices. For ex‑
ample，Yan et al.［17］ obtained the best material dis‑
tribution under frame through topology optimization
in order to get a certain type rocket launcher with
reasonable structure and lighter weight. He et al.［18］

designed and actualized vibration controlled system
of launch guider of MLRS. The second type starts
with the rocket，adding the guidance technology to
the aircraft. For example，Qiao et al.［19］ modified
the ability of canard wing rocket trajectory correc‑
tion projectile.

Whereas，the first type needs to add a large
number of instruments on the vehicle，which may
lead to modifying the car body. The second type re‑
duces the warhead space and power. Both types sig‑
nificantly increase operational costs.

In this paper，MSTMM is used to model the
dynamics of a certain type of MLRS，which can
quickly calculate the dynamic response and the ini‑
tial disturbance. Then a fast trajectory extrapolation
method is established to predict the impact point of
the rockets quickly. Finally，the impact point’s cor‑
rection method of MLRS is demonstrated through
the closed ‑ loop fire correction principle that can be
achieved at low cost.

1 Dynamic Model of Multiple Lau⁃

nch Rocket System

As shown in Fig. 1，the dynamic model of the
40 MLRS is a multi‑ rigid ‑flexible system，which is

Fig.1 Launch dynamics model of a new MLRS
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composed of 28 rigid bodies and 40 flexible ones.
The body and hinge elements are numbered. The
six wheels are numbereded as 2，5，8，11，14，and
17 sequentially，and the vehicle chassis，the rigid
gyration part and the rigid pitching part are num‑
bered 19，21，and 23 in turn. The tail of the lth
（l= 1，2，⋯，40 is the directional tube number
where the rocket is being fired） directional tube is
numbered as 21+ 5l. The part number between the
lth directional tube’s front and back support frame
is numbered as 22+ 5l. The number of the front
part of the support frame is numbered as 23+ 5l.
The elements 1，3，4，6，7，9，10，12，13，15，
16，18，20，22，19+ 5l and 20+ 5l are the elastic
hinges of the coupling body elements’the ground or
body elements，and the body elements. The ele‑
ments 2，5，8，11，14，17，19，21，23 and 21+ 5l
are rigid bodies. The elements 22+ 5l and 23+ 5l
are flexible beams.

The system has a total of eight boundary
points，including the contact point between the six
wheels and the ground and the free boundary at both
ends of the directional tube. The boundary point
number is 0.

According to the automatic deduction theorem

of overall transfer equation and MLRS model topol‑
ogy，as shown in Fig. 2，the multiple rockets sys‑
tem transfer equation can be automatically written
as［20］
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where O is a zero element；C= é
ë
ê

ù
û
ú

I6 O 6 × 6

O 6 × 6 -I6
；

Ta-b is the sequential continuous product of all ele‑
ment transfer matrices on the path from the root
point a to the system tip point b；Gc-b the sequential
continuous product of all element transfer matrices
on the path from the element point c to the system
tip point b.

According to Eq.（1），the unknown state vec‑

tor Z 20+ 5l in Z *
all can be further eliminated and get

U all Z all = 0 (2)
Applying the boundary conditions for multiple

launch rockets to Eq.（2），removing the zero ele‑
ment in Z all and results in Z̄ all，removing the column
in U all corresponding to the zero element in Z all，and
resulting in a square matrix Ū all，we get Eq.（4）
from Eq.（2）

Fig.2 Topological diagram of a multiple launch rocket dy‑
namics model
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Zi,0=[ X,Y,Z,Qx ,Qy ,Qz ,0,0,0,0,0,0 ]T i= 21+ 5l,23+ 5l
Z 23,0=[ X,Y,Z,Qx ,Qy ,Qz ,Mx ,My ,Mz ,Qx ,Qy ,Qz ]T

Zi,0=[ 0,0,0,0,0,0,Mx ,My ,Mz ,Qx ,Qy ,Qz ]T i= 1,4,7,10,13,16
(3)

Ū all Z̄ all = 0 (4)
Then the characteristic equation of the multiple

rockets system is
detŪ all = 0 (5)

The natural vibration frequency ωk ( k=
1，2，3，⋯，n ) of MLRS can be obtained by solving
Eq.（5）. Under the given normalization conditions
（for example，the element with the maximum abso‑
lute value of all elements in -Z all is equal to 1），the so‑
lution of Eq.（4）can obtain Z all corresponding to the
natural vibration frequency ωk. By using the transfer
equation of the elements，the state vectors of ωk cor‑
responding to the point of the directional tube are ob‑
tained，and the mode shapes of each element in the
kth order mode of MLRS are obtained.

According to MSTMM［21］，the first 14 order
natural frequencies of MLRS with elevation and azi‑
muth angle of 50°and 0° are calculated under the full
load condition，as shown in Table 1. The matrix or‑
der and computation time of the two methods are list‑
ed in Table 2 which shows that the calculation speed
of MSTMM is 2 806.7 times faster than the finite el‑
ement（FEM）method under the same conditions.

MSTMM is used for fast dynamic modeling of
MLRS，and the dynamic response and the initial dis‑

turbance of MLRS can be quickly obtained with the
launch dynamics equations. Then the initial distur‑
bance is substituted into the 6DOF rigid rocket ex‑
ternal ballistic equations［1］. The impact points and
the firing accuracy of the MLRS are calculated by
using Monte Carlo simulation. We establish a nu‑
merical simulation system for launch and flight dy‑
namics of MLRS. The simulation flow chart is
shown in Fig.3.

2 Ballistic Trajectory Extrapola⁃

tion for MLRS

The large rocket extrapolation method uses
GPS / IMU to locate positions，velocities，and an‑
gles of the rocket after launch，the Kalman filter and
other filtering methods to obtain ballistic parame‑
ters，and 6DOF external ballistic equations to calcu‑
late the impact points. However，due to multi ‑ fac‑
tors like high temperature，high pressure，high over‑
load and cost during firing multiple rockets，it is hard‑
ly to install angle sensors on all rockets in MLRS and
to test positions by historical radar data of rockets.
The angle information cannot be measured and there‑
fore the 6DOF equations is no longer applicable.

In order to improve the accuracy of extrapola‑

Table 1 Comparison of natural frequencies between FE⁃

M and MSTMM for MLPS Hz

Order
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

FEM

14.605 5
21.110 2
24.174 2
30.377 3
31.260 2
38.228 9
66.697 7

MSTMM

14.744 5
21.049 2
22.947 7
26.838 3
31.252 3
38.275 8
66.689 8

Order
number
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

FEM

94.533 6
123.174 2
158.619 5
162.963 3
192.791 4
201.643 0
237.689 8

MSTMM

94.471 1
123.182
158.87
162.963
192.791
201.807
238.455

Table 2 Comparison of calculation speeds between FEM

and MSTMM

Method

FEM
MSTMM

Order
number
1 842
42

Computa‑
tion time/s
2 147.158
0.765

Computing
time ratio

2 806.7∶1

Fig. 3 Flowchart of launch and flight dynamics simulation
system for MLRS
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tion of multiple rockets for using 6DOF equations，a
method of ballistic extrapolation for MLRS is estab‑
lished by using the Davidon‑Fletcher‑Powell（DFP）
method. Through historical radar data，the angular
information of the passive section of the rocket is ob‑
tained quickly. Then the impact points are extrapolat‑
ed by the 6DOF ballistic equations. The results of
the extrapolation points agree well with actual ones.

2. 1 Equations of motion of the ordinary rocket

Considering the dynamic unbalance，mass ec‑
centric and gust of wind，the equations of motion of
the ordinary rocket can be written as

ì

í

î

ïï

ïï

dx
dt = vx,

dy
dt = vy,

dz
dt = vz

dγ
dt = γ̇, dφadt = φ̇a,

dφ 2
dt = φ̇ 2

(6)

dm
dt =-

Rt ( t )
gI r

, dhdt =-
v rhsinθ r
Rτ (7)

dvx
dt =

F p
m
cosϕacosϕ 2 -

F p βpη
m

sinϕa-

F p βpζ
m

cosϕasinϕ 2 -
Rx

m
vx- wx

v r
-

Ry

msinδ r
( sinδ r1 cosδ r2 sinθ r + sinδ r2 sinψrcosθ r )+

Rz

msinδ r
( sinψrcosθ r cosδ r2 sinδ r1 - sinθ r sinδ r2 ) (8)

dvy
dt =

F p
m
cosϕ 2 sinϕa+

F p βpη
m

cosϕa-

F p βpζ
m

sinϕ 2 sinϕa-
Rx

m
vy
v r
+

Ry

msinδ r
( sinδ r1 cosδ r2 cosθ r - sinδ r2 sinψr sinθ r )+

Rz

msinδ r
( sinψr sinθ r cosδ r2 sinδ r1 + cosθ r sinδ r2 )- g(9)

dvz
dt =

F p
m
sinϕ 2 +

F p βp
ζ

m
cosϕ 2 -

Rx

m
vz- wz

v r
+

Ry

msinδ r
sinδ r2 cosψr -

Rz

msinδ r
cosψrcosδ r2 sinδ r1 (10)

dγ̇
dt =- ϕ̈asinϕ 2 - ϕ̇a ϕ̇ 2 cosϕ 2 +

Mxw

C
-

kxD ( γ̇ + ϕ̇asinϕ 2 ) v r (11)
dϕ̇a
dt =

1
Acosϕ 2

[ ( 2A- C ) ϕ̇a ϕ̇ 2 sinϕ 2 - Cγ̇ϕ̇ 2 +

Mz

sinδ r
( cosδ r1 sinδ r2 sinα r + sinδ r1 cosα r )-

My

sinδ r
( cosδ r1 sinδ r2 cosα r - sinδ r1 sinα r ) ]-

kzD ϕ̇acosϕ 2v r + ( )1- C
A
( γ̇2 βDη+ γ̈βDζ )+

mLmη v̇x
A

- F pL η
A

(12)

dϕ̇ 2
dt =

1
A
[ -( A- C ) ϕ̇ 2acosϕ̇ 2 sinϕ 2 +

Cγ̇ϕ̇acosϕ 2 +
Mz

sinδ r
( cosδ r1 sinδ r2 cosα r -

sinδ r1 sinα r )-
My

sinδ r
( cosδ r1 sinδ r2 sinα r +

sinδ r1 cosα r ) ]-

kzD ϕ̇ 2v r +( 1-
C
A
) ( γ̇2 βDζ- γ̈βDη )+

mLmζ v̇x
A

- F pL ζ
A

(13)

where x，y，z are the coordinates of the rocket geom‑
etry center in the ground coordinate system；

vx，vy，vz the components of the velocity of the rock‑
et geometry center in the ground coordinate system；

m is the mass of the rocket；A the equatorial rota‑
tional inertia of the rocket；C the polar moment of
inertia of the rocket；g the gravitational accelera‑
tion；F p the thrust force of rocket，I r the specific im‑
pulse of engine；v r the relative atmospheric veloci‑
ty；wx the velocity of the longitudinal wind；wz the
velocity of the cross wind；v̇ r the relative accelera‑
tion；Rx the drag force；Ry the lift force；Rz the
Magnus force；ψr the relative deflection angle；θ r
the relative ballistic inclination angle；δ r the relative
angle of attack；δ r1 the projection of the relative an‑
gle of attack on the vertical plane and δ r2 the projec‑
tion of the relative angle of attack on the lateral
plane；ψ̇ r the relative declination angle velocity；θ̇
the trajectory inclination angle velocity；α r the rela‑
tive aiming angle；kxD the polar damping moment co‑
efficient； kzD the equator torque damping coeffi‑
cient；Mz the Magnus moment；Mz the stable mo‑
ment；βDη and βDζ are the projections of dynamic un‑
balance angle βD in axis η and ζ of the o1 ξηζ，respec‑
tively；Lmηand Lmζ are the projections of mass eccen‑
tricity Lm in axis η and ζ of the o1 ξηζ，respectively［1］.

2. 2 Algorithm for estimating rocket attitude

angles

When computing the 6D trajectory model of
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the rocket，we need to provide 12 independent ini‑
tial values including ( x，y，z，vx，vy，vz，γ,ϕa,ϕ 2,
γ̇，ϕ̇a，ϕ̇ 2 ). However， only the first six ( x,y,z,
vx，vy，vz ) can be obtained from the radar test data，
and the initial value of the spin angle γ has no influ‑
ence on the motion of the rocket. In this paper，we
reconstruct the angular velocity of spinning，two an‑
gles of oscillation，and two angular velocities of os‑
cillation ( γ̇，ϕa，ϕ 2，ϕ̇a，ϕ̇ 2 ) will be the matter that it
requires to be researched.

If the radar data at time instant ti and ti+ 1 are
known，the positions of a rocket is expanded using a
second‑order Taylor series at ti as

Xi+ 1 = Xi+ ViΔt+
1
2 AiΔt 2 (14)

where Xi and Xi+ 1 are the position coordinates of
the rocket at ti and ti+ 1，respectively；Vi is the ve‑
locities of the rocket at ti；Δt= ti+ 1- ti the differ‑
ence between ti and ti+ 1；Ai the accelerations of the
rocket at ti.

Further， it can be deduced that Ai=
2
Δt 2 ( Xi+ 1- Xi- ViΔt ). Ai can also be expressed

as ( )dvx
dt ,

dvy
dt ,

dvz
dt

i

，where ( x,y,z, vx，vy，vz ) i at ti

and ( x，y，z，vx，vy，vz ) i+ 1 at ti+ 1 can be obtained
from radar measurement. On the right side of 6DOF
equations，only the angular velocity of spinning and
the two angles of oscillation ( γ̇，ϕa，ϕ 2 ) i are un‑

known and independent，therefore，( )dvx
dt ，

dvy
dt ，

dvz
dt

can be considered as a nonlinear function with re‑
spect to ( γ̇，ϕa，ϕ 2 ) i at ti，namely，Fi ( γ̇，ϕa，ϕ 2 )=

Ai-
2
Δt 2 ( Xi+ 1- Xi- ViΔt ). In order to solve

( γ̇，ϕa，ϕ 2 ) i，the problem is transformed into solving
a ternary nonlinear equations as follows

ì

í

î

ïï

ïï

Fx i ( γ̇,ϕa,ϕ 2 )= 0
Fy i ( γ̇,ϕa,ϕ 2 )= 0
Fz i ( γ̇,ϕa,ϕ 2 )= 0

(15)

There are many solutions to the system of non‑
linear equations. Typically，the nonlinear equations
are numerically solved by iteration methods. Com‑
mon methods include the fixed point iteration，New‑

ton iterative and Quasi Newton iterative.
In order to improve the precision of ballistic tra‑

jectory prediction，this paper proposes an algorithm
to estimate the rocket attitude angles based on the
6DOF trajectory model. Hereby，the algorithm uti‑
lizes DFP method in solving nonlinear equations
and radar trajectory test information containing only
position coordinates of the rocket to reconstruct the
angular displacements.

DFP formula provide the solution to the secant
equation that is the closest to current estimate and
satisfies the curvature condition. It is the first quasi‑
Newton method to generalize the secant method to a
multi‑dimensional problem. This update maintains
the symmetry and positive definiteness of the Hes‑
sian matrix［22］.

DPF avoids obtaining inverse matrix in its itera‑
tion formula， thus increases the computation
speed［23］.

In a similar way，the radar data at ti+ 1 and ti+ 2，
( γ̇，ϕa，ϕ 2 ) i+ 1 can be calculated. Hereby，( ϕ̇a，ϕ̇ 2 ) i
at ti can be approximately evaluated by

( ϕ̇a,ϕ̇ 2 ) i ≈
( ϕa,ϕ 2 ) i+ 1-( ϕa,ϕ 2 ) i

t i+ 1- ti
(16)

2. 3 Simulation and test for ballistic trajectory

extrapolation method

A ballistic trajectory is calculated by the 6DOF
model in order to validate the attitude angle algo‑
rithm，because the radar test data does not include
angle information. The trajectory in 3—4 s of the
calculating position information is applied to the al‑
gorithm to estimate the attitude angle information.
As shown in Figs.4—6，the difference between the
estimated and the 6DOF‑calculated is very small.

Fig. 4 Pitch angle of the estimated and the 6DOF during
flight
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Fig. 5 Yaw angle of the estimated and the 6DOF during
flight

Fig. 6 Spin rate of the estimated and the 6DOF during
flight

The impact points can be obtained by substitut‑
ing the flight parameters of the last points of the
rockets into the 6DOF ballistic equations.

Define the impact point error（%）as

ε= ESTIMATED- REAL
REAL *100% (17)

The errors between the extrapolation and the
real trajectory impact point are listed in Table 3.

The real flight data validate that the proposed
algorithm shows good prediction effect using the
6DOF trajectory model.

3 Correction of Firing Precision for

MLRS

3. 1 Firing correction algorithm

Firing accuracy is an important technical indica‑
tor of MLRS，including two aspects：Firing preci‑
sion and firing dispersion. Firing precision is charac‑
terized by the deviation of the mean impact point of
the rocket relative to the target；while the firing dis‑
persion indicates the density of the impact point for
the mean impact point.

The point at which a rocket hits a target，land
or air blast（whether or not it hits a target）is called
the impact point. The average of impact points of
MLRS is called the mean impact point. A virtual tra‑
jectory corresponding to the mean impact point is
called the average trajectory. It reflects the average
of multiple trajectories，as shown in Fig.7.

Due to various environmental factors in actual
firing of rockets，there is an error between the mean
impact point and the target point. Many scholars use
guidance methods on rockets. However，due to fi‑
nancial constraints，low ‑ cost firing corrections are
widely used. According to the closed ‑ loop fire cor‑
rection principle，this paper considers correcting the
range of the longitudinal X ‑direction and the drift of
the lateral Z ‑ direction of the ballistic error on the
geodetic coordinate system XOY on the same
ground plane.

Table 3 Error analysis of the extrapolation impact points of elevation/azimuth angle of 19.8°/0°

Result

Real radar date
6DOF estimated
Error/%

t/s

34.090 4
33.770 4

-0.938 680 7

Range/m

13 817.544 8
13 734.491 4
-0.601 072 1

Drift/m

-118.336 6
-116.065 7
-1.919 017 4

Velocity X/
(m · s-1)
268.341 3
269.788 4
0.539 275 9

Velocity Y/
(m · s-1)

-146.717 6
-145.188 8
-1.042 001 8

Velocity Z/
(m · s-1)
-2.369
-2.247 8

-5.116 082 7

Fig.7 Average trajectory of multiple launch rockets
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（1）Range
Elevation angle can be adjusted by using New‑

ton‑Raphson method for the iterative calculation.

If the average rate of change f ( θk ) - f ( θk- 1 )
θk- θk- 1

of function f ( θk ) is used to approximate the instanta‑
neous rate of change f ′ ( θk )，the iterative format for
the elevation angle that converges to the mean point
of impact is

θk+ 1 = θk-( f ( θk )- f ( θM ) ) •
θk- θk- 1

f ( θk )- f ( θk- 1 )
(18)

where θk- 1，θk are the elevation values at the begin
of the iteration；θk= θk- 1 + Δθ，Δθ is the iteration
step at the beginning of iteration；f ( θk- 1 )，f ( θk )，
f ( θM ) are the corresponding ranges of elevation an‑
gles θk- 1，θk and the mean point of impact M，re‑
spectively.

（2）Drift
Azimuth angle can be adjusted by the angle be‑

tween two vectors of the target point and the impact
point of the final iteration

∠AOT= arccos (   
OA •

  
OT

||
  
OA • ||

  
OT ) (19)

where A is the impact point of changed the elevation
angle；O the origin point of the coordinate；T the
target point，and ∠AOT is the correction to the azi‑
muth.

The correction steps of elevation and azimuth
angles are as follows：

（1） Input the rocket data，aerodynamic data，
wind data，and initialize the firing parameters.

（2）Given elevation and azimuth，use Monte
Carlo launch dynamics calculation and 6DOF ballis‑
tic equations to get the mean point of impact.

（3）Determine the value of the elevation step
and calculate the corresponding ranges f ( θk- 1 )，
f ( θk ) of iteration at starting points θk- 1，θk；calculate
the elevation iterative；end the iteration of the eleva‑
tion angle when the error of the iteration of the
range is less than the given error.

（4）Calculate the azimuth angle. When the iter‑
ation error of the drift is less than the given error，
end the iteration of the azimuth angle.

（5）Record the correction of elevation and azi‑

muth，and analyze the error situation.
The flow chart of elevation and azimuth angle

correction algorithm is shown in Fig.8.

3. 2 Results of firing correction

In the actual firing test，the elevation and azi‑
muth angles are（19.8°，0°）. The initial mean im‑
pact point of Monte Carlo simulation before itera‑
tion is（13 811.202 3 m，-147.312 0 m）. The coor‑
dinates of the target point are（14 000 m，0 m）.
The corrections of elevation and azimuth are ob‑
tained by putting the error between the mean point
of impact and the target point into the angles itera‑
tive formulas. The results of the iteration are shown
in Table 4.

Fig. 8 Flowchart of elevation and azimuth angle correction
algorithm

Table 4 Correction for the mean point of impact to the

target point

Iteration

Initial
point
1
2

Azimuth

Range/m

13 811.202 3

13 997.783 5
13 999.974 2
14 000.898 5

Drift/m

-147.312 0

-143.890 3
-143.862 6
-0.540 6

Elevation/
(°)

19.8

20.352 3
20.356 6
20.356 6

Azimuth/
(°)

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.588 7
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The mean impact point after correction is
（14 000.898 5 m，- 0.540 6 m），and the corre‑
sponding elevation and azimuth angles are
（20.356 6°，0.588 7°）. The corrections of the eleva‑
tion angle and azimuth angle are（0.356 6°，0.588 7°）.
The error between the mean impact point after cor‑
rected and target point meets the engineering error，
which effectively improves the firing precision of
MLRS.

4 Conclusions

The firing angle of MLRS is improved by keep‑
ing the cost as low as possible. First，the dynamic
model of MLRS has been built using MSTMM，

and the corresponding dynamic characteristics，the
initial disturbance and the impact points are ob‑
tained. Then a method for predicting the angle infor‑
mation of rockets is established，which can quickly
and effectively extrapolate the impact points by us‑
ing radar test data. Finally，the closed‑loop fire cor‑
rection principle is employed for adjusting the eleva‑
tion and the azimuth angles to improve the firing pre‑
cision of the MLRS at low cost. This research can
provide a theoretical basis and technical means in
the field of MLRS to significantly enhance the firing
accuracy.
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